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Fusion UEM
One device manager
for everything
Available in Gold and Platinum versions
Fusion UEM comes in two versions – each of which
delivers more features than comparable products at
a far lower price point. Our no-nonsense perpetual
licences deliver greater financial control.
Features

Gold

Platinum

24/7 monitoring





Agentless and standard discovery





Application management





Asset management





Browser-based administration





Browsing management





Compliance management





Content management





Device enrolment (OTA and bulk)





Device inventory/asset management





Device management: static/mobile devices 



Device provisioning
Corporate-liable





Bring your own device





Single use/kiosk mode





E-mail management





Enterprise configurations: standard





Enterprise configurations: advanced





Geo-fencing/geo-tracking





Monitoring and analytics





Organisational unit/group management





Patch management





Power management





Remote control



*

Reporting





Scalability: no imposed device limit





Security management





Task management





User provisioning





Perpetual licence per device





Affordable annual support





*additional cost option

Fusion UEM handles static and
mobile devices with the same
grace – including those within
BYOD policies.
Automated administration
If it can be automated, it should be. That way
you’re freed up to do more important things.
Gathering information for dashboards, running
event-based actions, automating tasks – let
Fusion UEM get on with those, freeing up your
time to do something more important.

Compliance as standard
Unlike some systems, compliance is built right
into Fusion UEM. Keeping your organisation
within the law, buying only those licences you
need and keeping audit records – it all comes as
standard.

Discoverability for every device
With agentless discovery alongside industrystandard discovery protocols, Fusion UEM can
quickly locate any and every one of your devices:
including legacy Android devices, which are
often not supported by other products.

Scalable
Unlike most device-management software,
Fusion UEM isn’t just for large companies. Ten
devices? Fine. Ten thousand? No problem. More?
Fusion UEM can handle them with ease.

Simplified management
Fusion UEM delivers A-grade monitoring of
all devices – with incredibly simple remote
deployment of commands, patches and updates.
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Mobile device management
Fusion UEM’s extensive device-management capabilities
allow you to monitor and manage devices in a granular
manner, including monitoring device performance,
online status, content and more. In addition, authorised
administrators can make automatic changes to many
settings of company-owned devices, using device group
profiles. Productivity features include the ability to provide
users with access to the company e-mail systems in a
secure manner. Security features include disabling of inbuilt peripherals such as cameras, initiating remote-wipes
of company-owned apps and information, and locking
devices when required.

Mobile application management
Powerful mobile application management allows complete
control over which applications are made available to
users, either on a one-by-one basis or using built-in group
profiling. New applications or updates can be pushed
silently to devices as and when required. Corporate
applications are kept separate from personal applications,
so network access can also be restricted to the
company’s own networks for specific applications. Fusion
UEM’s application store allows users to choose which
applications to install, their choice limited to the current
application profile.

Exemplary endpointmanagement
Fusion UEM enables organisations
to manage both user- and companyowned smartphones and tablets
that run Android, iOS and Microsoft
Windows 10 Mobile – giving users
the single-device flexibility they
require, whilst ensuring that the
enterprise network, and its data, are
kept secure.

Mobile content management
Fusion UEM ensures that mobile users can easily access
internal document stores, including content-management
systems like SharePoint. Advanced encryption enables
e-mail attachments to be delivered, stored and
accessed securely. Fusion UEM can also monitor and
restrict access to specific URLs, in order to maintain
organisations’ security policies. Fusion Secure Channel
makes VPNs a thing of the past, providing safe and secure
communications between device and corporate networks.

Mobile monitoring and analytics
Fusion UEM includes a wealth of monitoring and analytical
tools. Application usage can be monitored, as well as
cellular, data and wi-fi usage; additional benefits are
provided by the geo-location tracking and alerting system
that is a standard feature of the platinum edition.
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Your IT – unified, simplified, controlled
As IT infrastructure grows, so does the number of tools
needed to manage it. Fusion UEM provides a centralised
management console, replacing the disparate collection of
tools on which many IT departments currently rely, vastly
simplifying network and device administration.

Management made simple
Fusion UEM includes a complete discovery and
management toolkit, enabling you to index and administer
every device quickly and easily. Granular reporting
allows you to monitor and audit every device, a select
group of devices or specific machines. Discovery tools
can catalogue and manage both mobile and static
devices, regardless of location. Fusion UEM delivers a
comprehensive overview of network assets, providing
details on software patches, licences and operational
health data.

Granular control as standard
The simple-to-use interface belies the power of Fusion
UEM’s comprehensive administration tools. Thin clients,
PCs, laptops, kiosks, tablets and smartphones are all
instantly visible and configurable through a single unified
interface. Fusion UEM supports a wide range of operating
systems, providing a complete management toolkit for
every device. Built-in software metering allows you to
deploy and manage licences, ensuring full use of your
resources. Additional tools enable your team to closely
monitor software, including antivirus patch levels, and to
deploy updates quickly and easily.

Increased automation
Fusion UEM automates many low-level operations. Built-in
scheduling tools allow the automated creation of tasks
and profiles on remote devices – for example, simplifying
deployment of drive mappings and printer settings.
PowerShell, VBScripts and shell scripts can also be
remotely executed. Fusion UEM assists with unattended
management activities, using event-based actions to
deploy updates, allocate licences or execute scripts for
advanced reconfiguration.

Many locations, one interface
Fusion UEM scales seamlessly with the multi-tenancy addon, allowing IT service providers and system integrators
to manage multi-company IT resources affordably and
effectively. All assets, regardless of location, are available
for management and reporting through our single
interface – centralising and simplifying IT management.

Every device, all
from one dashboard
Fusion UEM enables you to manage
every device from a single dashboard,
vastly simplifying device management.

Fusion UEM
One device manager
for everything
Desktops

Laptops

Our unified endpoint management
suite, Fusion UEM, can manage almost
every device on your network – or on a
mobile network – including smartphones,
tablets, desktops, laptops, thin clients,
servers, routers* and more.

Key features
Thin
clients

•

Advanced scheduling – automate
regular, complex tasks easily.

•

Application installation made simple
– customised Play/App Store*.

•

Cloning and deployment – create
copies of managed devices to deploy
new devices with a few clicks.

•

Comprehensive OS support – Android,
Android Enterprise, Apple iOS (DEP
and non-DEP), Windows, Windows
10 Mobile and Linux. Fusion UEM’s
Android support isn’t just for the
latest OS versions: it delivers the same
management power to older Android
devices too.

•

Ease of installation and use – makes
administration quick and simple.

•

Group profiles – group users together
to perform common tasks in one go.

•

Kiosk-mode security – full prevention
of system access outside of on-screen
tasks.

•

Outstanding value for money – at
least feature parity with leading
products, at a far lower price.

•

Patch management – push out
software updates and patches quickly
and easily.

•

Regulatory compliance and
budgeting – detailed hardware and
software inventories.

Smartphones

Tablets

Servers

Printers

Routers

Network
devices

Powerful management
software for both mobile
and static devices – at
an outstanding price
Fusion UEM is a powerful, unified
endpoint-management suite.
Feature‑for‑feature, it beats other
device managers – and leads the
market in terms of value for money.

* Some features may not be present in the version you have purchased, but will be available as part of future updates and upgrades.
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All trademark logos, including Microsoft Windows, Windows Embedded, Windows Phone, Linux,
Android, Apple Mac OS and iOS are acknowledged – and remain the property of their respective
owners in the US and/or other countries. *App Store and Play Store are trademarked Apple and
Google respectively and remain the property of their owners in the US and/or other countries.

